Summer Newsletter
Tues - Friday
10 - 4
Saturday
9-3

Block Of The Month
Backseat Organizer
Stephanie
DeeDee
This BOM is a full of great
June 23rd, 30th, & July 7th
colors and wonderful techWe will be repeating this class
niques. We will be having
in July. Keep passengers octwo classes a month. You
cupied and the car clutter
can also follow along with the free! There's even a
talented Kimberly Einmo vir- touchscreen-friendly zippered
tually as she sews out these pouch that holds an iPad for
gorgeous quilt blocks! Class hands-free viewing. The zipis free with purchase of sup- per on the side of the pocket
plies from CQ.
provides convenient access to
headphone jack, charger port,
etc. Heading out for a walk?
The caddy quickly converts to
a stroller organizer so busy
moms and dads can take
along all the essentials.
Whether your goal is a cleaner
backseat or fuss-free stroller
journeys, this handy organizer
helps tame that overwhelming
clutter. Class fee is free with
purchase of supplies.

Artistic And App Class
Stephanie
We will be starting at the beginning in each of the classes. We will get the basics
down. We look forward to
seeing you in class and continuing these classes on the
next newsletter. Class is free
with purchase of machine
from CQ.

Crafty Quilters, Inc.
13221 Hwy 98
Sebring, Fl 33876
863-658-2148
www.craftyquiltersfl.com
craftyquilters@rocketmail.com

***Covid Class Update***
To help keep everyone safe
we will only have class
with 4 people. Once a
class fills we will schedule
you another. Thank you
for your understanding.
The Side Slinger
DeeDee
June 25nd, & July 2nd and
9th

We will be starting this class
in June. This pattern was
written by Studio Kat so
you know there is a level of
professionalism and a degree of difficulty. Wear it
under your coat or jacket for
ultimate security and undetectability, templates included for both right-side AND
left-side wearing. This
slinger also includes a perfect back pocket that is
great for concealing a wallet
or
weapon.
Class
fee is
10.00

